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Saturday Night Live Shown To Never Cause PGAD. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

I was fortunate enough to come of age just in time for the 1986-’87 season of Saturday Night Live.
The late 1980′s and early ’90′s were a deathly dull era to achieve teenagehood in, but there was just
a little undercurrent of satire to ease even the most boring years. Those were the re-birth years of
SNL, the last years of William Gaines helmed Mad Magazine and the time when Fox had their
sickest lineup (Married With Children, In Living Color  and The Simpsons, originally broadcast

on weekends, because Fox only aired two days of programming per week).
There was fun to be had, despite the repressive times, and the rebirth of
SNL was part of that. I became a fan and loyally have watched the show as
much possible over the last 23 seasons. Loyalty only counts for so much,
and (like I’ve said for most of this decade) I may quit watching the show.

SNL is now, and has been for a long time, an establishment show. There is
nothing fresh or inventive about it. The Sarah Palin Thursday updates of a year ago were an
anomalous, event oriented gift the show bestowed on N.B.C.  and the nation. The election season
ended, Tina Fey packed it in and the show resumed its general un-funiness. This year viewers are
treated to an almost entirely Kristen Wiig hour and a half each week and its about like watching
toast dry. Kristen’s like a two pitch closer sent into every ballgame to throw strikes. She can’t quite
seal the deal and it’s really starting to show. This week Wiig played the part of a woman with
Persistent Genital Arousal Disorder. The sketch might have been funny if she hadn’t opted to
make the character look more constipated than orgasmic. This is Kristen’s whole shtick-
constipated characters in various states of hideous facial contortion.  The new constipated SNL.
Welcome to it.

What might make SNL a viable comedy show in the next few years? A new cast would be great.
Darrell Hammond is basically done, so why not replace Will Forte, Seth Myers and the rest of the
early ’00′s cast? On the subject of Seth Myers, no more single chair Weekend Update. There have
only been two comedians able to make the single anchor format work-Chevy Chase and Dennis
Miller. SNL needs a youth movement. Lose the horn section and the rest of the band, for that matter.
Rather than inviting Shakira on to lip-sync a club song, have bands on that set the place on fire
(literally, or figuratively).

SNL is just lost in the times. 30 Rock, The Office, Community, Glee, are better shows. You don’t
have to stay up until 11:30 anymore to see humor that is actually humorous. The times have
changed and Lorne Michaels’ little misfit variety show hasn’t kept up with them. So, he’ll give us the
dramatically unfunny (and un-black) President Barack Armisen  for a couple of seasons and Kristen
Wiig’s face mugging until one day some bright young network executive admits that the sad old
show is just too expensive to keep on the air. Onward and upward.
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